Addendum to RFP – Post-bid clarifications

1. Why camera brands are not provided in the RFP?

Clarification: Camera specifications were provided and any brand that meets the given technical specification shall be quoted. However, cameras should from be from reputed OEMS who have established a long standing in the surveillance industry.

2. What are the existing camera brands? this will help for seamless integration.

Clarification: Verint and Hikvision. ONVIF compliant cameras with open standards that could be seamlessly integrated with existing system will be preferred.

3. Will the cameras use existing network or standalone network?

Clarification: Existing IISc network will be used for connecting cameras.

4. Regarding Line No: 15 of BoM: 1 or 2 SFP port?

Clarification: Decided to go with 2 SFP port. Vendors should quote for 2 SFP ports.


Clarification: Decided to go with standard Single mode 1310nm SFP transceiver not bidirectional (BiDi) transceiver.

6. Regarding Line No: 31 of BoM: Cisco/Juniper Does not have PoE injector.

Clarification: Cisco/Juniper have PoE injectors.

7. Technical Qualification: Difficult to find IISc like campus in Bangalore.

Clarification: Bidder’s Eligibility Criteria: will be changed to “Vendors who installed more than 50 outdoor cameras”.

8. Is it 30 sec test video clip? And what would be the location for test video clip?

The vendors are asked to provide three 30 sec video clip, each taken at day time, evening and night (with IR on). The location will be D Gate. This change will be reflected in Evaluation of technical bids.

9. The vendors expressed that 15% payment after 8 months of installation will be difficult and this might increase the project cost.

Clarification: The purchase order on the successful bidder will specify the release of payments. There will be 4 releases; in a phased manner. The first instalment (30% of the PO value) will be made soon after the delivery of all material. The second instalment (50%) may
be released within 4 weeks after commissioning of camera and storage equipment at the specified locations. The third (15%) instalment will be released by IISc only after 3 months of successful completion and monitoring of all video streams at all camera locations. Finally, the fourth (5%) instalment will be released after the warranty period.

10. A vendor suggested two 32 Channel NVR instead of single 64 Channel NVR.

Clarification: Vendors were asked to quote only for single 64 Ch NVR.

11. What are the locations for 5 wireless points?

Clarification: The vendors can suggest suitable 5 locations.


Clarification: Quote for both HDD and Manual cutting/meter. Road cutting should be HDD and other places should be manual trenching.

**Instructions for submitting bids:**

1. Cover A should contain only technical part (BOM) with price masking and on the cover it should be written as "TECHNICAL" and should be sealed.
2. Cover B should contain Technical plus Commercial part and on the cover it should be written as "TECHNICAL & COMMERCIAL" and should be sealed.
3. Both the sealed covers should be placed inside another larger cover along with the EMD cheque and should be sealed. This large cover has to be handed over to DIGITS office
4. On the back of the cheque, the vendor has to write their company's name
5. All queries shall be only through email to office.digits@iisc.ac.in and no telephone calls shall be entertained.